
UNITED STATES JUDICIAL PANEL
on

MULTIDISTRICT LITIGATION

IN RE: CONVERGENT TELEPHONE CONSUMER
PROTECTION ACT (TCPA) LITIGATION   MDL No. 2478

ORDER DENYING TRANSFER

Before the Panel:   Defendant Convergent Outsourcing, Inc. moves under 28 U.S.C.*

§ 1407(c) to transfer the three actions listed on Schedule A to the District of Connecticut for
inclusion in MDL No. 2478.  Plaintiffs in two of the actions listed on Schedule A did not respond
to the motion and are deemed to acquiesce to transfer.  See Panel Rule 6.1(c).  Plaintiff in the
Robinson action pending in the District of Kansas opposes transfer. 

After considering the argument of counsel, we find that the actions listed on Schedule A
share questions of fact with the actions previously transferred to MDL No. 2478, but that transfer
under 28 U.S.C. § 1407 will not serve the convenience of the parties and witnesses or promote the
just and efficient conduct of the litigation.  This MDL involves factual questions arising from
allegations that Convergent violated the federal Telephone Consumer Protection Act (TCPA) when
it, or its agents, contacted plaintiffs on their cellular telephones, without prior consent, using an
automatic telephone dialing system or an artificial or prerecorded voice.  See In re Convergent Tel.
Consumer Prot. Act Litig., 981 F. Supp. 2d 1385, 1386 (J.P.M.L. 2013).  Like the actions pending
in the MDL, plaintiffs in the three actions listed on Schedule A allege that Convergent repeatedly
called their cellular telephones in violation of the TCPA.

As we have observed previously, the relative merits of transferring new tag-along actions to
an MDL can change over time as the transferee court completes its primary tasks, and at a certain
point the “benefits of transfer should not be assumed to continue.”  In re Bridgestone/Firestone, Inc.,
Tires Prods. Liab. Litig., 659 F. Supp. 2d 1371, 1372 (J.P.M.L. 2009).  Our review of the progress
of this litigation suggests that transfer of newly-filed TCPA actions to MDL No. 2478 is no longer
warranted.  On November 10, 2016, the transferee court granted final approval of a class action
settlement that resolved all pending class actions in the MDL and many of the individual claims as
well.  This settlement contains an injunctive component that requires Convergent to “admit that it
used an [automatic telephone dialing system] for purported violations of the TCPA that occurred
during the Rule 23(b)(2) Class time period so long as the claim is made on an individual basis.” 
Final Approval Order at 5, ¶ 13, In re Convergent Outsourcing, Inc., Tel. Consumer Prot. Act Litig.,
C.A. No. 3:13-md-2478 (D. Conn. Nov. 10, 2016), ECF No. 268.  Thus, one of the most significant
factual disputes has been resolved for a significant group of plaintiffs.

 Judge Lewis A. Kaplan took no part in the decision of this matter.*
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More importantly, before the class settlement was reached, the parties in MDL No. 2478
conducted discovery regarding the common issues in this litigation.  Following the settlement,
Convergent proposed an “Individual Case Discovery and Litigation Plan” for the remaining 23
individual actions involving plaintiffs who either opted out of the settlement or whose claims did not
fall within the damages class.  See Status Report at  4-5, In re Convergent Tel. Consumer Prot. Act
Litig., C.A. No. 3:13-md-02478 (D. Conn. Jan. 5, 2017), ECF No. 269.  The discovery envisioned
by this schedule is overwhelmingly plaintiff- and case-specific.  As we have observed elsewhere, the
common factual questions presented by TCPA litigation are relatively straightforward, whereas the
“individualized discovery into such matters as the number of calls each plaintiff received, the process
and documentation involved in the obtaining (or revocation) of consent, and the timing and
circumstances thereof” can be significant.  See In re United Collection Bureau, Inc., Tel. Consumer
Prot. Act (TCPA) Litig., MDL No. 2759, __ F. Supp. 3d __, 2017 WL 474518, at *1 (J.P.M.L. Feb.
2, 2017) (denying centralization).  Given the progress of this litigation, the benefits to be gained from
the continued transfer of tag-along actions to MDL No. 2478 have diminished substantially.        

Accordingly, transfer of newly-filed TCPA actions to MDL No. 2478 is no longer
appropriate, and we will suspend Panel Rule 7.1(a) in this docket with respect to any such actions.1

We see no reason why, subject to the same conditions imposed on the parties to MDL No. 2478, the
parties in the actions listed on Schedule A should not be able to avail themselves of the documents
and depositions accumulated in this MDL, and the courts may find useful guidance in the Honorable
Alvin W. Thompson’s pretrial rulings.  Thus, even absent transfer, most of the benefits of the MDL
are available to expedite resolution of these actions. 

IT IS THEREFORE ORDERED that the Convergent’s motion to transfer is denied; and 

 Panel Rule 7.1(a) requires any party or counsel in previously-transferred actions to promptly1

notify the Clerk of the Panel of any potential tag-along actions in which that party is also named or
in which that counsel appears.  We note that under our Rules, the parties to an action that is not
placed on a Conditional Transfer Order (i.e., the vehicle by which related actions are typically
transferred to an MDL) may nevertheless move for Section 1407 transfer to the MDL.  See Panel
Rule 7.1(b)(i).  This order does not foreclose a party in a newly-filed TCPA action from seeking its
transfer to MDL No. 2478.
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IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that Panel Rule 7.1(a), requiring notification to the Clerk of
the Panel of potential tag-along actions, is suspended in this litigation until further notice.

PANEL ON MULTIDISTRICT LITIGATION

__________________________________________
     Sarah S. Vance 
      Chair

Marjorie O. Rendell Charles R. Breyer
Ellen Segal Huvelle R. David Proctor
Catherine D. Perry
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IN RE: CONVERGENT TELEPHONE CONSUMER
PROTECTION ACT (TCPA) LITIGATION   MDL No. 2478

SCHEDULE A

District of Kansas

ROBINSON v. CONVERGENT OUTSOURCING, INC., C.A. No. 2:17-02066

Eastern District of Louisiana

BOWENS v. CONVERGENT OUTSOURCING, INC., C.A. No. 2:16-16752

Eastern District of Oklahoma

HURLEY v. CONVERGENT OUTSOURCING, INC., C.A. No. 6:17-00059
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